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Book Ends Publishing
Publication Date: 11/1/2017

Trim Size: 9.1x5.8
Page Count: 196

Retail Price (USD): 25.00
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9780692228326

Becoming A Happy Family:
Pathways to the Family Soul
By Susan Smith Kuczmarski, Susan Smith

Kuczmarski

There is no perfect family. We are all works in progress. This
book is a must read for anyone searching for answers to the
family happiness puzzle, which in many ways is all of us. It serves
as a guide to find the “sticky glue” that supports the family bond,
to enhance the family’s spirit and energy and to deepen
connections across the family network, which is today
refreshingly diverse in membership and structure. You will
discover how to: Fortify the family with six vitamins or
strengtheners—humor, emotion, acceptance, renewal,
togetherness and struggle. Identify and applaud the
“caretaker”—the champion of the family soul Use the happiness
tool kit—ten tangible ways to help families think and do
differently Becoming A Happy Family website:
www.sacredflight.com

About The Author
Dr. Susan Smith Kuczmarski has taught at 9 universities, now at
Northwestern University and Loyola University in Chicago. She is
an award-winning author of 6 books, 3 on families and 3 on
leadership. Trained as a cultural anthropologist, she has
researched extensively how children learn social skills and teens
become leaders. A frequent radio and television guest, she has
appeared on "The Today Show" and speaks regularly to parents
and educators. Listed in Who's Who in the World for 12 years
and an International Fellow of Columbia University, her 35 years
of teaching and research have made her an expert on issues
devoted to the contemporary family. Susan lives in Chicago with
her husband and partner in life, Tom Kuczmarski. They have three
adult sons.

Current Licenses: None

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / General



Familius
Publication Date: 9/1/2020

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 192

Age: 8 - 99
ISBN: 9781641702720

Called to Be Creative
By Mary Potter Kenyon

I'm not creative. I could never do something like that. I don't
have time to be creative.Does any of this sound familiar? Do you
find yourself wishing that you had pursued your creative talents
before it was too late? In a world full of creativity, there is no
such thing as "too late."Called to Be Creative is for anyone
looking to reignite that tiny spark inside of them and invite
creativity into their lives through simple, everyday practices. A
certified grief counselor and a Program Coordinator for Shalom
Spirituality Center, Mary Potter Kenyon walks you step by step
through the process of exploring your true potential in this
inspirational guide to embracing your innate creativity. With in-
depth research from the most notable creative authorities,
insight from creative pioneers, her personal experiences, and
small activities to kick-start your own creative revolution, Kenyon
offers you everything you need to live a more creative life.

Current Licenses: Chinese (Simplified) (Worldwide (excluding
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao)), English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
SELF-HELP / Creativity



Koehler Books
Publication Date: 3/17/2020

Trim Size: 8x5
Page Count: 100

Retail Price (USD): 14.95
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781646630417

Conscious Parenting
By Robert A. Saul

Parenting in today’s society is complex. Dr. Saul knows that
parenting requires instruction and constant tinkering as we learn
what we did right and what we need to improve. Conscious
Parenting: Using the Parental Awareness Threshold provides a
basic framework, a map, for such a process. Using real-life
vignettes from infancy through adolescence that are drawn from
a lifetime of work with children and parents, Dr. Saul seeks to
give parents the learned ability to understand their interactions
with their children and to change their responses to maximize
positive results and minimize negative results. Parents will find
numerous examples and suggestions on ways to enhance those
opportunities at all ages. Brief and right to the point, Conscious
Parenting: Using the Parental Awareness Threshold can be
referred to again and again, day in and day out.

About The Author
Dr. Robert Saul was born in Chicago, Illinois, and later moved to
Colorado. A graduate of Colorado College and the University of
Colorado School of Medicine, he completed pediatric training at
Duke University Medical Center and genetic training at the
Greenwood Genetic Center. He is currently professor of
pediatrics at Prisma Health Children's Hospital-Upstate and the
University of South Carolina School of Medicine in Greenville, SC.
He is widely recognized as an expert in pediatrics and genetics
and has published over 100 articles. In his over forty years in
medicine, Dr. Saul's advocacy on the behalf of children has led
him to write three other books: My Children's Children: Raising
Young Citizens in the Age Of Columbine, All About Children
(illustrated by Jan Yalich Betts), and Thinking Developmentally:
Nurturing Wellness in Childhood to Promote Lifelong Health (co-
authored with Dr. Andy Garner).

Current Licenses: , English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Conflict Resolution
HEALTH & FITNESS / Children’s Health



Lioncrest Publishing
Publication Date: 11/22/2018

Trim Size: 8.5x5.5
Page Count: 144

Retail Price (USD): 15.99
Age: 18+

ISBN: 978-1544513003

Diapers, Date Nights and
Deadlines
By Julie-Anne Lutfi

It may seem that being a homemaker and climbing the corporate
ladder are two mutually exclusive goals. But according to Julie-
Anne Lutfi—wife, mother, and kick-ass corporate attorney—you
don’t have to choose. With the right attitude and strategies, you
can achieve a successful career and a happy personal life. In
Diapers, Date Nights and Deadlines, Julie draws on her
experiences as a working mom while challenging conventional
wisdom to offer techniques to women trying to serve both their
families and careers. Advising on everything from meal prep to
date nights, deadlines, and schedules, Julie addresses difficult
subjects such as “convenient feminism,” traditional gender roles,
and motherly guilt, and helps readers implement concrete
strategies to bring their personal and professional lives into
harmony.It is possible to excel at work and at home. Diapers,
Date Nights and Deadlines will show you how it can be done.

About The Author
Raised in Lyon, France, Julie-Anne Lutfi returned to the United
States with her mother’s traditional French values and an
ambition to succeed as an attorney. She earned her law degree
from Suffolk Law School and worked for several years as a tax
attorney before joining Foley & Lardner LLP in Boston as a
corporate associate. She has been able to do all this and have a
fulfilling family life thanks to a supportive “village” that includes
her co-workers at Foley & Lardner, her mother and siblings, her
traditional-yet-flexible husband, and her devoted in-laws.

Current Licenses: , English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / Motherhood



Koehler Books
Publication Date: 9/15/2020

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 204

Retail Price (USD): 17.95
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781646630257

Everyday Resilience for Everyday
Heroes
By Rob Clark

We all have the capacity for resilience. We all have the capacity
to overcome our everyday challenges and move forward with a
positive attitude. Sometimes, we just need a little
encouragement. Everyday Resilience for Everyday Heroes
highlights the four major facets of resiliency: Adversity,
Perspective, Passion and Appreciation. Through personal
anecdotes, newsworthy tidbits and descriptive analogies, Rob
Clark leverages classic storytelling to guide us all down a path
toward resilience. Resilience is not complicated. But just because
it is simple does not mean it is easy. We all face a spectrum of
challenges in our own lives. Everyday Resilience for Everyday
Heroes provides us the structure and the strength we need to
move forward with courage.

About The Author
Rob Clark is a professional speaker and the author of Flynndini
Lives, a children's book, and Smiling in the Cube, a motivational
business book. He has over twenty-five years of direct sales
experience and has become one of the leading authorities on
resilience in the workplace. Rob has been the subject of
numerous articles and podcasts, and his weekly blog, The
Resilient Worker, has reached thousands of readers over the past
five years. Rob lives just outside Washington, DC, with his
beautiful wife, Jennifer, his four wonderful children, Justin, Riley,
Courtney, and Cassidy, and his amazing dog, Parker.

Current Licenses: , English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
SELF-HELP / Motivational & Inspirational
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Self-Esteem



Free Spirit Publishing
Publication Date: 10/1/2020

Trim Size: 8.25x7.25
Page Count: 176

Age: 8 - 99
ISBN: 9781631984945

Finding Your Way Through
Conflict
By Chris Amirault, Christine M. Snyder

Learn how to engage in and resolve conflict productively to
improve work relationships and create a more equitable
community for children. Conflicts are inevitable, often hard to
navigate, and can quickly multiply and become unmanageable.
And resolving conflict requires self-reflection, understanding, and
vulnerability. But knowing how to tackle difficult conversations
will strengthen relationships, create a more equitable community,
and improve the impact educators have on the young children
they work with.   The first of its kind, Finding Your Way Through
Conflict specifically focuses on conflict in early childhood
education settings and gives concrete steps and strategies to
help manage and resolve it productively.   Authors Chris
Amirault, Ph.D., and Christine M. Snyder, M.A., have decades of
experience in early childhood education programs and conflict
resolution. Built on their expertise and their own experiences, the
book's conflict scenarios are engaging and authentic,
empowering educators to get in and out of conflict in a variety of
personal, organization, and cultural contexts.   Some of these
scenarios include: •The Discombobulated Team: The children's
artwork you posted in the classroom yesterday is gone. Who
took it down—and why?•The Intent/Impact Disagreement: You
were only trying to help! So why is that parent offended?•The
Unexpected Disaster: Your team planned every aspect of that
difficult parent meeting for days. So why was it such a
catastrophe?A free PLC/Book Study Guide is available at
freespirit.com/plc.

Current Licenses: None

BISAC Codes
EDUCATION / Preschool & Kindergarten
EDUCATION / Professional Development
EDUCATION / Collaborative & Team Teaching



Familius
Publication Date: 3/1/2019

Trim Size: 7x7
Page Count: 128

Retail Price (USD): 16.99
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781641701303

Good Moms Have Scary
Thoughts
By Kleiman, Karen - McIntyre, Molly

Over 90 percent of new mothers will have scary, intrusive
thoughts about their baby and themselves. What if I drop him?
What if I snap and hurt my baby? Mothering is so hard—I don't
know if I really want to do this anymore. Gosh, I'm so terrible for
thinking that! Yet for too many mothers, those thoughts remain
secret, hidden away in a place of shame that can quickly grow
into anxiety, postpartum depression, and even self-harm. But
here's the good news: you CAN feel better! Author Karen
Kleiman—coauthor of the seminal book This Isn't What I
Expected and founder of the acclaimed Postpartum Stress Center
—comes to the aid of new mothers everywhere with a
groundbreaking new source of hope, compassion, and expert
help. Good Mothers Have Scary Thoughts is packed with world-
class guidance, simple exercises, and nearly 50 stigma-busting
cartoons from the viral #speakthesecret campaign that help new
moms validate their feelings, share their fears, and start feeling
better. Lighthearted yet serious, warm yet not sugary, and
perfectly portioned for busy moms with full plates, Good Moms
Have Scary Thoughts is the go-to resource for moms, partners,
and families everywhere who need help with this difficult period.

About The Author
Karen Kleiman is a well-known international maternal mental-
health expert, with over thirty years of experience. As an
advocate and author, her work has been featured on the internet
and within the perinatal mental health community for decades. In
1988, Karen founded The Postpartum Stress Center, a treatment
and training facility for prenatal and postpartum depression and
anxiety disorders, where she treats individuals and couples.   
Karen has been interviewed for, featured in, and reviewed by
local and national TV, magazines, radio shows, and health
websites. Her national television appearances include Katie,
Inside Edition, The Oprah Winfrey Show, and NBC Nightly News
with Tom Brokaw. A few popular magazines and websites that
have featured her work or interviewed her include Self, Fit
Pregnancy, HuffPost, Today'sParent, Parenting, Working Mother,
CNN.com, and Mothering. - Molly McIntyre is an illustrator and
comic artist with a background in traditional printmaking and
book arts techniques. Her illustrations have been featured in
Bitch magazine, Everyday Feminism, Scary Mommy, Psychology
Today, and more. She is currently working on a collection of
comics about new motherhood, called Momzines. She lives in
Brooklyn, NY, with her husband and young son. -

Press
Author serves as parenting expert panel member for
BabyCenter.com and Storknet.com. Author was featured in the



television show Surviving Motherhood, produced by The
Learning Channel (TLC production).  Author is a member of
Postpartum Support International, a nonprofit organization. We
will contact media outlets about the author's extensive
knowledge of this topic We will pitch health podcasts and outlets
and offer interviews with the author

Current Licenses: Korean (Korea, South), Russian (Russia),
Turkish (Turkey), Vietnamese (Vietnam), English Worldwide
(Audio)

BISAC Codes
SELF-HELP / Depression
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / Motherhood



Elyakim Kislev
Publication Date: 2/26/2019

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 280

Retail Price (USD): 24.95
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9780520299146

Happy Singlehood
By Elyakim Kislev

As seen in The Washington Post, The Guardian, HuffPost,
Cosmopolitan, The Times, Vice, Metro, Globe and Mail, Elle,
Vanity Fair, New York Daily News, and on CNN, BBC World News,
BBC One, BBC Radio, Bloomberg, and many more. Happy
Singlehood charts a way forward for singles to live life on their
terms, and shows how everyone--single or coupled--can benefit
from accepting solo living. Based on personal interviews,
quantitative analysis, and extensive review of singles' writings
and literature, author Elyakim Kislev uncovers groundbreaking
insights on how unmarried people create satisfying lives in a
world where social structures and policies are still designed to
favor marriage. In this carefully crafted book, Kislev investigates
how singles nurture social networks, create innovative
communities, and effectively deal with discrimination. Happy
Singlehood challenges readers to rethink how single people
organize social and familial ties in new ways, and illuminates how
educators, policymakers, and urban planners should cater to
their needs.

About The Author
Elyakim Kislev has a Ph.D. in sociology from Columbia University
and holds three master's degrees in counseling, public policy,
and sociology. He received the U.S. Department of State
Fulbright Fellowship and the Award for Outstanding Fulbright
Scholars. Kislev is currently a faculty member in the School of
Public Policy and Government at the Hebrew University,
specializing in minorities, social policy, and singles studies. His
writings include various articles and edited books on the subjects
of leadership, immigration, social and educational policy, ethnic
minorities, group therapy, and singles.

Press
News Articles featuring Happy Singlehood: https://elyakim-
kislev.huji.ac.il/news?page=3

Current Licenses: Arabic (Worldwide), Chinese (Simplified)
(Worldwide), Chinese (Traditional) (Worldwide), Hebrew
(Worldwide), Korean (Worldwide), Japanese (Japan)

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / General
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Divorce & Separation
SOCIAL SCIENCE / Sociology / Marriage & Family

https://elyakim-kislev.huji.ac.il/news?page=3


Familius
Publication Date: 9/1/2019

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 184

Retail Price (USD): 16.99
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781641701617

How to Raise Perfectly Imperfect
Kids and be Ok With it—Real Tips
& Strategies for Parents of
Today’s Gen Z Kids
By Sugarman, Lisa - Gansenberg, Debra Fox

Helicopter parent, tiger parent . . . lawnmower parent?  When it
comes to parenting labels, there are plenty, but what exactly is a
"lawnmower parent"? And how do you avoid becoming one?
In How to Raise Perfectly Imperfect Kids and Stop Being a
Lawnmower Parent, humorist Lisa Sugarman takes her humanistic
approach to parenting and tells it like it is. The truth is: you will
never raise a confident and independent child if you are
constantly mowing down every problem that arises in their path. 
How to Raise Perfectly Imperfect Kids reminds the reader that
mistakes and problems lead to lessons. Fixating on raising the
smartest, fastest, most successful child will never result in a
happy child (or a happy parent). With healthy doses of humor
and reality, Lisa Sugarman reminds us that our kids were never
meant to be perfect, and perfectly imperfect kids can become
wonderful, well-rounded adults if we just allow them to grow.

About The Author
Lisa Sugarman is the author of the Boston Globe Local Bestseller
LIFE: It Is What It Is, available on Amazon, at Barnes &
Noble.com, at Whole Foods Market, and in select Boston-area
bookstores. She also writes the nationally syndicated weekly
humor column, It Is What It Is, which appears in over 400
GateHouse Media, Inc., newspapers from coast to coast.  A long-
time columnist and humorist for GateHouse, as well as a regular
contributor at LittleThings.com and MommingHubb. Lisa
understands firsthand that life is a work in progress, especially
when you’re raising kids. The wife and mother of two daughters
lives in her hometown of Marblehead, Massachusetts, a tiny
coastal town of twenty thousand people crammed onto a small
peninsula just north of Boston.  - Debra Fox Gansenberg, MSW,
LICSW, is the founder and owner of New Beginnings Counseling
Service PC, located around the North Shore of Boston. She has a
25-year history working in the mental health field as a skilled
clinical psychotherapist and business owner specializing in
individuals, couples, group, and family therapy. Debra has also
been the Director of School Services for NBCS for more than 20
years, and she has customized and implemented school-based
counseling services for several schools, pre-K through 12th
grade. Her case includes a wide variety of patients cultivating
their communication skills, learning coping skills, problem
solving, and improving the quality of their relationships, as well
as travelling through self-exploration. Debra has an eclectic
approach to tackling a wide variety of issues that range from
depression and anxiety to self-management, self-esteem, and



learning differences. Her experience includes clinical therapy,
psycho education, public speaking, creating curriculum, business
management/business operations, and clinical supervision. She
received her counseling degree from S

Press
Online book reviewers and sites who reviewed author's first book
will all be contacted to review How to Raise Perfectly Imperfect
Kids.

A "How to Raise Perfectly Imperfect Kids" Facebook page has
already been created.

How to Raise Perfectly Imperfect Kids will be aggressively
promoted on all of Lisa Sugarman's social media platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Amazon Author Page,
etc.).

Grown And Flown will be promoting the book on their platform.

Contributor Debra Gansenberg will be sharing the book with her
contacts in mental health and school counseling fields.

Current Licenses: Chinese (Simplified) (China), Turkish (Turkey),
English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / Motherhood



Koehler Books
Publication Date: 8/31/2020

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 176

Retail Price (USD): 22.95
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781646632374

If Food Could Talk
By Theodore Dumas

At issue for everyone who eats food, If Food Could Talk
highlights thirteen important foods that will likely disappear in
the very near future due to climate change, discussing origins of
these foods and cultivation histories, as well as spiritual,
socioeconomic, and nutritional impacts. Intervention strategies
are highlighted. Each food chapter ends with traditional and
nontraditional recipes to prepare and eat these foods while they
are still available. We can save these precious foods, and If Food
Could Talk is an introductory manual to do just that!

About The Author
Theodore C. Dumas is an author and an interdisciplinary
biomedical scientist with a talent for communicating complex
scientific findings in fun and humorous ways that anyone can
appreciate. At all levels of his career he has won awards and
other recognitions for his teaching and writing abilities. He has
published over forty scientific journal articles, three book
chapters, and served as a professional scientific writer for three
editions of Core Concepts in Health, a widely used college level
textbook. Diverse professional health care audiences comprised
of nurses, pharmacists, psychological therapists, massage
therapists, clergy, midwives, and others appreciate his
communication style and his ability to bring science to life with
colorful examples and societal implications.

Current Licenses: Korean (Korea, South), English Worldwide
(Audio)

BISAC Codes
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / Agriculture / Sustainable
Agriculture
SCIENCE / Global Warming & Climate Change
COOKING / Health & Healing / General



Koehler Books
Publication Date: 8/10/2020

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 182

Retail Price (USD): 16.95
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781646630448

Momoir
By Alyssa DeRose

“Have kids,” they said. “It will be the best thing that ever
happened to you,” they encouraged. In therapy, on the cusp of a
mental breakdown caused by a sleep-defying baby, Alyssa
DeRose listens as her therapist (read: paid best friend) finally
puts her version of the truth into words: “It’s okay if becoming a
mother was both the best and worst thing to ever happen to
you.” Alyssa now welcomes fellow women into the brutal and
transformational season of life called new motherhood, inviting
us to reflect on our own flawed stories of motherhood and
offering needed permission to embrace our imperfection.
Written from the trenches of her daily life, MOMOIR: A New
Mom’s Journey to Embracing Her Not-So-Perfect Motherhood
provides a front-row seat to Alyssa’s struggles with motherhood
—through miscarriage and postpartum depression and marital
stress and a surprise second baby. She shares her colorful story
with authenticity, faith, and a healthy dose of levity, three
ingredients she has learned every mother needs to survive.

About The Author
Alyssa DeRose-who is on a first-name basis with Jesus, the local
garbage man, and her Lululemon sales representative-is mom to
two young boys, Micah and Levi. She has spent the early years of
her stay-at-home motherhood questioning her decision to give
up her career, making more mistakes than most, and somehow-
with the help of her husband and a skilled professional therapist-
managing to find freedom in her new identity as a mother.

Current Licenses: , English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / Motherhood
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal Memoirs



Redemption Press
Publication Date: 10/14/2020

Trim Size: 9x6
Page Count: 576

Retail Price (USD): 29.99
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781951310004

Overcoming the Narcissist,
Sociopath, Psychopath, and
Other Domestic Abusers
By Charlene D. Quint

Overcoming the Narcissist, Sociopath, Psychopath, and Other
Domestic Abusers is a groundbreaking comprehensive handbook
that contains everything a woman needs to know about how to
recognize abuse, break free, and thrive. This definitive guide
identifies abuse and abusers’ tactics, describes the actions a
victim must take to leave safely, and guides victims through the
steps to find hope, healing, and a victorious life of peace and
wholeness. The dust jacket on this book can be turned inside out
to a decoy cover should the reader be in an abuse situation and
need to hide the subject of this book.

About The Author
Charlene Quint is a family law attorney in the Chicago area who
focuses her practice on helping women overcome domestic
abuse. She wrote Overcoming the Narcissist, Sociopath,
Psychopath, and Other Domestic Abusers to help victims of
domestic abuse become the fearless victors that God designed
them to be. She is the founder of AbuseCare.org, a
nondenominational faith-based organization designed to
provide hope and healing to women on their journey from victim
to victorious and to educate and equip churches in caring for
victims of domestic abuse. Quint is co-chair of the Partnership
for a Safer Lake County, a network of organizations combating all
forms of abuse. She is a Certified Domestic Violence Professional,
an advocate for victims of abuse, a facilitator of multiple support
groups, and a domestic abuse survivor. She speaks publicly to
raise awareness of domestic abuse and provides training for
churches on how to address abuse in the church.

Reviews
“There are a number of great books out there about the
dynamics of domestic violence, but I’ve yet to read one that is
more complete than this one. What makes this book different? It
is more comprehensive than any book I’ve read on domestic
violence. Charlene recognizes that people are complex, so in this
book, she addresses the whole person (psychologically,
physically, and spiritually). This book has the wisdom in it to
change how advocates help people of faith. It has the depth to
challenge the most seasoned expert in the field of domestic
violence. It has the gentleness that beckons the reader into an
immersive experience and the boldness to challenge existing
structures of abuse advocacy. I’m thankful to know Charlene and
to add this book to my list of incredible resources that I’m
confident will inform and even reframe my advocacy efforts for
the rest of my life.”



—Neil Schori, Senior Pastor, The Edge Church, Aurora, IL
Advocate for domestic abuse victims
Former Pastor to Stacy Peterson (fourth wife of convicted
murderer 
and former Bolingbrook, Illinois, police sergeant Drew Peterson)

“This book is amazing. It’s everything that a woman seeking to
escape an abusive relationship will need to know. This is the one
book to have when dealing with a domestic violence situation.
Whether you are a counselor, medical professional, clergy, friend,
family member, or target of the abuse, this is the one book that
will help to clarify the situation and provide a roadmap to a
better life. It instructs, educates, encourages, guides, and
provides comfort and hope to women who find themselves in an
abusive situation. It’s a godsend.”
—Susan Bacharz Guenther, LCPC, BC-TMH
Founder, Counseling for Transitions, Evanston, IL

Current Licenses: None

BISAC Codes
RELIGION / Christian Life / Women's Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Women's Issues
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Abuse / Domestic Partner Abuse



Lioncrest Publishing
Publication Date: 9/13/2019

Trim Size: 8.5x5.5
Page Count: 220

Retail Price (USD): 10.99
Age: 18+

ISBN: 978-1544503769

Screen Captured
By Sean Herman

If you’re a parent, you can’t escape the avalanche of news
touting the negative effects of technology on children. You figure
that screen time can’t be as bad as experts are making it out to
be, and yet, you’re unsure which platforms to trust and may even
have anxiety over what your kids are seeing online. You want to
help them form good habits around technology use, but where
can you turn for guidance? In Screen Captured, Sean Herman
separates technology fact from fiction for his fellow parents. He
highlights the difference between positive screen time, which
focuses on education, connectedness, and creativity, and being
screen captured, where we are manipulated by tech companies
to crave the infinite feed. He acknowledges privacy concerns but
digs deeper to reveal the true problem: a growing obsession
among children with the social validation they receive online.
Sean equips you with critical questions to ask so you can give
your kids the best

About The Author
SEAN HERMAN is the father of an 8-year-old daughter and a 2-
year-old son. The experiences his daughter had online inspired
him to start Kinzoo, a private messenger that turns screen time
into family time. As Founder and CEO, Sean aims to make Kinzoo
the most trusted brand in the world for incorporating technology
into our children’s lives, and he wants to help parents mold their
kids into responsible digital citizens. As a CFA Charterholder,
Sean is uniquely qualified to analyze the future of technology
from both the consumer and company perspectives. He lives in
Vancouver with his two children and wife of twelve years.

Current Licenses: , English Worldwide (Audio)

BISAC Codes
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General



Familius
Publication Date: 5/1/2020

Trim Size: 7x5
Page Count: 112

Retail Price (USD): 9.99
Age: 18+

ISBN: 9781641702430

The Busy Parent's Guide to
Managing Exhaustion in Children
and Teens
Busy Parent Guides: Quick Reads for Powerful
Solutions

By Laurie Hollman

Do you wonder why your child or teen seems drained, overtired,
moody, anxious, and depressed? Are you uncertain if and when
you should be worried about the amount of sleep they get?
Exhaustion is a symptom of varied problems with a wide range of
meanings. In this quick read for busy parents, you will meet
many exhausted children and teens, from a two-year-old taking
excessive naps to avoid feelings of loss to a sixteen-year-old
super athlete with ambitious career goals. Psychoanalyst Laurie
Hollman, PhD, provides insight and guidance to help your
exhausted child. This mini book includes: Recommendations for
adequate sleep. An exploration of special problems, such as kids
of parents with marital problems or dual working parents; an
emphasis on being the smartest kids globally; burn out,
depression, and anxiety; insufficient free play time; and the
effects of screen time. Research about the effects of exhaustion
on memory, school performance, mood regulation, pain
sensitivity, and the immune function, and more! Using the 5
steps of The Parental Intelligence Way, you can learn how to
identify and alleviate the various reasons your kids are exhausted
and what you can do about it! The audiobook is narrated by
actor Rich Hollman, son of the author, who was raised The
Parental Intelligence Way.

About The Author
Laurie Hollman, PhD, is a psychoanalyst with specialized clinical
training in infant-parent, child, adolescent, and adult
psychotherapy—a unique practice that covers the life span.  Dr.
Hollman was trained in infant-parent psychotherapy at the Anni
Bergman Parent-Infant Training Program in NYC affiliated with
the Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and Research and the
Contemporary Freudian Society. She has worked with a wide
range of parents and their infants including battered women and
their babies, mothers with autistic children and their babies,
alcoholic mothers and their babies. She received specialized
training in child and adolescent treatment at New York
University. Her PhD dissertation on nine-year-old girls
culminated in a new finding and major contribution to the
psychology of this age group focusing on troubling fantasies
with which these children struggle. She was invited to join the
faculty of New York University before graduating and taught
clinical courses on listening to unconscious fantasies, child
psychotherapy, and understanding the art work of children.  Dr.



Hollman was trained in the psychoanalysis of adults at The
Society for Psychoanalytic Study and Research where she became
the youngest graduate to join the faculty and Board of Directors
and later became president. She taught courses on narcissistic
and borderline personality disorders as well as art therapy for
children. Dr. Hollman has studied with world-renowned figures
such as psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Dr. Jacob Arlow,
psychologist and child researcher Dr. Anni Bergman, and
psychologist and infant researcher Dr. Beatrice Beebe. Dr.
Hollman is widely published on topics relevant to parents and
children such as juried articles and chapters in the international
Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, The International Journal of
Infant Observation, and the Inner World of the Mother. She
wrote on subjects relevant to parents of divorce for the Family
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The Busy Parent's Guide to
Managing Technology with
Children and Teens
Busy Parent Guides: Quick Reads for Powerful
Solutions

By Laurie Hollman

How does technology impact kids’ mental health and physical
well-being? How do screens affect babies? How can I protect my
children from cyberbullying? What are the positive effects of
technology? How can we bridge the technology generation gap?
With aggregate case studies and the latest research,
psychoanalyst Laurie Hollman, PhD, answers these questions and
many more in this contemporary, up-to-date mini book for
parents learning to manage technology with their children and
teens. Parents who follow the 5 steps of The Parental Intelligence
Way become meaning-makers deeply interested in what goes on
in their children’s minds and how their brains work as they use
technology. In this helpful guide, parents will come to
understand new research findings that are both exciting and
overwhelming. As these findings become more complete in the
decades to come, utilizing Parental Intelligence will help parents
continue to discover their children’s capabilities as they learn the
meaning behind their kids’ technological behaviors and conflicts.
The audiobook is narrated by actor Rich Hollman, son of the
author, who was raised The Parental Intelligence Way.

About The Author
Laurie Hollman, PhD, is a psychoanalyst with specialized clinical
training in infant-parent, child, adolescent, and adult
psychotherapy—a unique practice that covers the life span. Dr.
Hollman was trained in infant-parent psychotherapy at the Anni
Bergman Parent-Infant Training Program in NYC affiliated with
the Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and Research and the
Contemporary Freudian Society. She has worked with a wide
range of parents and their infants including battered women and
their babies, mothers with autistic children and their babies,
alcoholic mothers and their babies. She received specialized
training in child and adolescent treatment at New York
University. Her PhD dissertation on nine-year-old girls
culminated in a new finding and major contribution to the
psychology of this age group focusing on troubling fantasies
with which these children struggle. She was invited to join the
faculty of New York University before graduating and taught
clinical courses on listening to unconscious fantasies, child
psychotherapy, and understanding the art work of children.  Dr.
Hollman was trained in the psychoanalysis of adults at The
Society for Psychoanalytic Study and Research where she became
the youngest graduate to join the faculty and Board of Directors



and later became president. She taught courses on narcissistic
and borderline personality disorders as well as art therapy for
children. Dr. Hollman has studied with world-renowned figures
such as psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Dr. Jacob Arlow,
psychologist and child researcher Dr. Anni Bergman, and
psychologist and infant researcher Dr. Beatrice Beebe. Dr.
Hollman is widely published on topics relevant to parents and
children such as juried articles and chapters in the international
Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, The International Journal of
Infant Observation, and the Inner World of the Mother. She
wrote on subjects relevant to parents of divorce for the Family
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The Parent Compass
By Cynthia Clumeck Muchnick, Jenn Bowie

Curtis

There's no use sugar-coating it: teens today are stressed out,
sleep-deprived, over-committed, and sometimes depressed or
even suicidal, and one of the biggest stressors for teens and their
parents is the college admissions process. If some parents are
willing to falsify standardized test answers, bribe coaches, and
make fake donations to charities just to help their kids get into
college, then our generation of parents has gotten way off track.
It can be hard for parents to practice what they know is right
when everyone around them seems to be frantically tutoring,
managing, and helicoptering. While well-intentioned, many
parents don't know how best to support their children during
this sensitive and stressful time. The Parent Compass provides
guidance on how to appropriately parent during the college
admissions process and what parents' roles should be in
supporting their teens' mental health as they navigate high
school, college applications, and all the pressures that come
along with that busy time of life. Packed with practical advice,
useful suggestions, and real case studies drawn from the authors'
combined experience of over 25 years of guiding parents and
students through this stressful phase, this book is a toolbox and
treasure trove of ideas and answers.
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The Super Couple
By Bacon Ph.D., Christine

Her own marriage was so painful and troubled that
author Dr. Christine Bacon actually prayed for her
husband to die.

During the four-year separation and her husband's
pursuit of reconciliation, she realized that
reunification would mean changing everything:
ineffective communication styles, bad habits,
attitudes and levels of commitment. Bacon vowed to
herself that “this second time must be forever.” Her
personal trials, despair and fighting spirit fueled a
new quest to discover the formula for extremely
happy couples.

Dr. Bacon interviewed nearly 100 Super Couples to
discover whether extremely happy marriages were a
matter of fate or formula. Did they get lucky, or was
“super” something that could be learned? Her
surprising findings inspired a turnaround in her now
happy and fulfilling marriage and have led to the
same for thousands of other couples. Seekers who
delve into The Super Couple will access this formula,
glean fresh insights to the “six faulty assumptions”
that often lead to marital failure, and embrace a
practical and inspiring redefinition of love that will
reinvigorate a tepid or troubled marriage and
transform it to terrific.

Hungry for the formula? The Super Couple is a feast
of relationship sustenance for the mind, the heart, the
family unit and the eager spirit willing to grow the
extra mile. It's a small investment in a lifetime of
happily ever after.



About The Author
Christine Bacon, Ph.D., holds three degrees in communication.
Her doctoral dissertation merged marital humor with her own
experience and her desire to teach individuals and couples how
to build and nurture what Bacon calls Super marriages. She is the
wife of a retired Navy officer and a former life-skills educator at
the Navy's Fleet and Family Support Centers. Her expertise
includes teaching couples and individuals to successfully manage
conflict, anger and stress, and more than fourteen years'
experience leading pre-marital seminars with Catholic Charities.
Bacon also runs CMB Communication, Inc., which focuses on
strengthening relationships (intimate, familial and professional)
by teaching effective communication skills. Her Super Couple
seminars teach the science of extreme happiness in marriage.
She hosts her own radio show, Breakfast with Bacon: The
Relationship Doctor, broadcast from Hampton Roads, Virginia.
Her articles have been featured in both Catholic Online and
Designed to Flourish.
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The World's Best Dad After
Divorce
By Paul Mandelstein

Whether sudden or years in the making, divorce can leave
families with a lot of pain and uncertainty—and with the children
in the mix, the stakes are even higher. Enter author Paul
Mandelstein, the divorced father of four children and founder of
the Father Resource Network (FRN). In The World's Best Dad
After Divorce: A Guide to Co-Parenting for Divorced Dads,
Mandelstein helps fathers (and mothers) discover a path to
navigate the stormy waters of divorce and create a healthy
extended family environment, guided by the principles of
collaboration and cooperation.Packed with advice from family
counseling experts, anecdotes from divorced parent groups,
interviews with fathers, mothers, and children, and the author's
own first-hand experiences, The World's Best Dad After Divorce is
a realistic, yet compassionate approach to parenting post-
divorce. The user-friendly format combines bulleted lists with
practical suggestions, exercises, and even sample dialogues that
make even the most difficult conversations with children and
former spouses more manageable. Most importantly, this
guidebook empowers men to be the best fathers they can be:
fathers who are present and accountable, loving and leading,
competent and caring.
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